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Entropy is not what it used to be.

“Everything is alive; what we call dead is an abstraction.”

Physicist David Bohm

a place/ where in the past was a lake/ now all dried up/ dark clouds
hover above

If I was me before but somehow changed, what am I now, how do I affect the
surrounding space? How does that space affect your memory of me?
the future can affect the present
My future is making room for me/and I’m trying to remember
What actually is important/ what do I really need/ save for later
I can’t focus/ my thoughts all over the place so I don’t grab anything and just
leave it to chance/ that maybe it’ll still be around there for me but right now
I don’t know where to begin/
In the mist of the floating subjects of my life
Blinking in and out of existence around me, I start confusing space
Are they against me?
These delusions of space and matter/my future supplies a dream state
I am wondering how to wake up.
After coming out of a deep struggle that was winter/ everything felt real
urgent and loud with the stench of humans pretending to exist
I mean co-exist with each other/
The season was hard on my eyes I could hardly open them
Somehow the passing currents guided me here
to the shore of my own ocean
It’s too bright / the sun shining on me/ phre energy/
I am nurture and its effect on nature/photosynthesis/
the present can affect the past
I’ve been known to be caught in a vortex of digging space between matter/
Struggling to be careful in the present /an opportunity to correct my errors
and even though I continually do/ I create a paradox
a time warping of feelings and lust /so many feelings/
I fall victim to imaginary space, I am trying to remember/ was it a dream?
Did I wake up late/ to meet myself and when I finally arrive/learn that I was
never there?
Discovery.
I was never there.
I was never fucking there and now it all makes sense.
Like the whole thing was a mirage.
Just me talking to myself.
A spell that I was working on.
I’m done with that now.
No more.
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Predictive Coding
#pataphysics #speculativescience #experimentalmetaphysics
To perceive the world is to anticipate it (automatic memory). Brain waves
store knowledge about the world and probability of one state of events
following another to generate a prediction (see: Darwinism). What we
perceive is determined by what we know, and vice versa; feedback looptype action exists to validate prediction.
GET THIS: There is no year, no history, no past, just stories. Everything we
think we know are all just memes. We can never get at the source.
Everything is a building metaphor. We define phenomenon by metaphor
because essence is expressed in terms we can observe and articulate. Yet,
we can never get at what a thing is, in and of itself, its source within its own
existence and on its own terms, without reference to some other thing, some
thing outside the thing itself to give it contrast, definition against the
backdrop of the black nothingness of mystery that is contained by the
essence of everything unknown. We are things against a background, a sea
of other things, which give the thing in focus its context, its difference.
Even these words abstract the notion, as all things are abstracted and far
removed. We build more metaphors into language over top of the old ones
and metaphors become like stones. Or like memes, self-perpetuating/selfreferencing/self-replenishing in its origin memory.
The creation of language is literally hyperbole (hyper = beyond; ballo = to
throw) and metaphor (meta = over, across; pherein = to carry, bear). We take
practical action words and build metaphor on top of metaphor, trading
things in and out, “branching off” until the metaphor becomes the thing
itself.
Language builds up the world in images, makes things interchangeable with
action, and allows action to hide behind language. You are activating the
energy of the act embedded/hidden in the word without actually carrying
out the physical action. Language sets us up for phantom actions, which is
why the question of what means more, actions or words, is quite often
rendered moot because words are actions, taken “literally,” once stripped
bare by its own etymology.

Temporal Illusions

the prototype of all conceived times the system has failed you/ left to retreat inside
a virtual matrix/ coffins of data flickering against the grid of a unknown sky/ we
speak no new nothingness and know only the predestination of sound
decoherence
aint no justice only sorrow
the acknowledgment of sorrow
is the first step towards justice
i coughed up an epitaph
my greatest work
irreversible entanglements
in a world were color is anti-black and the rainbow is met with a cohesive
interference a collapsing light is swallowing the lessons of the system
telescoping errors
heat escaped bodies
would not hold
the sun started to burn them
universal wavefunctions
exist in the hood behind the walls
inside of high-rise brick buildings
blocked by highways
under the innocence of fear running home from school
with bullet holes in your body blood in your mouth
decreasing the time duration in order to watch you
magnified on a petri dish in a laboratory called America
timescales/suprachiamatic
you see my degrees of freedom
my systems absorbed and disturbed by my environment
a mirage maybe or density matrix
atomic mirror
i will only provide adam’s reflection
absorb all water and electricity
one day during the freezing of selves
we will see our quantum reflection

Word magic is a short cut to reality alteration.
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Wave/Function/Collapse | Quantum
Decoherence

A/Fascicle/Unwoven/Plot | Machete
Unconquered

Wave function collapse – the reduction of the physical possibilities (of a
state) into a single possibility as seen by an observer.

Is it a physical phenomenon in its own right, or just an epiphenomenon of another process (i.e. gravity)?

state and field in which it occurs both put into a superposition
of two states

Quantum decoherence - the mechanism by which the classical limit
emerges out of a quantum starting point and determines the location of
the quantum classical boundary. Decoherence occurs when a system
interacts with its environment in a thermodynamically irreversible way,
preventing different elements in the quantum superposition of the system
environment’s wave function from interfering with each other.

(global/universal wavefunction)

Every collapsing wave function produces a different reality.
Reality as we experience it picks its way through the near
infinite possibilities.

(present reality)

It can be viewed as the loss of information from a system into the
environment, since every system is loosely coupled with the energetic
state of its surroundings. Decoherence does not generate the actual
wave function collapse, however. It only provides an explanation for the
appearance of it, as the quantum nature of the system leaks into the
environment, so that a total superposition of the wavefunction still
exists, but beyond the realm of measurement

Decoherence represents an extremely fast process for macroscopic
objects, since these are interacting with many microscopic objects
within an enoM M mm km kmirmous number of degrees of freedom in
their natural environments. This explains why we tend not to observe
quantum behavior in everyday objects. Decoherence time is extremely
short for everyday macroscopic processes.

In 1996, collapse of quantum superposition into a single definite state
was quantitatively measured

What sorts of decisions/states trigger a split world/universe? Are these
worlds superimposed? How to access the layers?

In July 2011, researchers at the University of British Columbia were able
to reduce environmental decoherence rate to levels far below the
threshold necessary for quantum info processing by applying high
magnetic fields

(inconsistent histories)
What time is it back there in the past?
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(inconsistent histories)

